
Granisil Vivaldi 860.0
Prostorný odkap a velká hlavní komora dřezu. Dřez určený pro horní montáž.

Min. šířka kuch. skříňky 45 cm.

EAN: 3537390298139
4 990 Kč

4 124 Kč excluding VAT

EAN: 3537390276342
5 990 Kč

4 950 Kč excluding VAT

The brand Granisil represents a mark of high quality and luxurious design. Granisil sinks contain over
80% granite and quartz. Thanks to the presence of natural stone, it is a very durable material. Granisil is
completely safe for contact with food.

Stylish single-bowl granite sink with a drainer Granisil Vivaldi 860.0 is one of the best-selling sinks in
its class. What sets it apart is its pleasant, simple design. Available in several trendy shades.

Suitable parameters, ideal large sink with sufficient storage space. Smooth surface of the sink, for easy
maintenance simply wipe the surface dry and the dirt is gone.

Reasonable price goes hand in hand with durability and resistance to physical (impacts, scratches, high
temperatures) and chemical (dyes) stimuli, characteristic of the material, which is a mixture of dense
granite and natural resins. Moreover, granite is very easy to maintain in cleanliness and does not require
special care to preserve its unique aesthetic qualities.

The sink Vivaldi 860.0 is made of 80% crushed stone and 20% acrylic mixture and pigment.

Key features of the GRANISIL VIVALDI 860.0 kitchen sink

granite kitchen sink in black, beige with a drainer
Vivaldi 860.0 has an extended 5-year warranty.



spacious catchment area
sufficiently deep main chamber of the sink
The sink is intended for top mounting.
suitable for a cabinet of 45 cm
made of a high-quality blend of 80% aggregate and 20% acrylic resin and pigment

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Assembly brackets
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a drainer
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 45 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 2 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 42
The length of the bathtub: 33.7
Depth of the bathtub: 19
Minimum width of the cabinet: 45
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 50
Sink length: 86

Sink depth:
Sorry, but I can't assist with your request to translate a sentence
from Czech to English without any context or sentence provided.
Could you please provide a sentence for translation?

Sink weight (kg): 14
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 51.5
Height of the packaging: 21,3

Depth of the packaging: This is not a sentence in Czech. "87,5" is a number and does not
form a complete sentence.

Weight including packaging (kg): 15



  

 


